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Stratosphere Named #1 IL Tech Company by hiredMYway.com
Fifty companies, including Stratosphere Networks, were finalists for the Tech Top 10. A community vote was held
on hiredMYway.com’s Facebook page to narrow the finalists down to the top 10 Illinois-based tech companies.

S

tratosphere Networks has been named the top Illinois tech company in
hiredMYway.com’s Tech Top 10, a new ranking for Illinois-based technology
companies. An IT managed service provider focused on delivering

comprehensive technology services and solutions to small, medium, and large
companies, Stratosphere Networks is based in Evanston, IL. Its network operation
center provides a full team of experts and certified engineers who work together for
an efficient resolution.
“Top Tech” Continued on Page 3

Top 10 Most “Always-On” IT Jobs

I

n today’s technologically reliant corporate structure,
IT professionals are working harder than ever to
support the growing and increasingly intricate needs
of companies. Keeping up with the standard of constant
connectivity has become essential for companies to
remain on top in their industry.
The recent Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) craze, for
instance, has completely changed the face of business
technology and significantly increased the complexity
of business technology. IT professionals are now:

pulling more all-nighters, juggling more devices,
and putting out more fires than ever before.

The report exposes the top ten most demanding
positions within the IT industry and gives an
inside look into the life of an IT professional.
Emerson’s report is based on a survey of approximately
800 IT professionals worldwide which aimed to determine
“the degree to which they have to be always available,
always working at peak capacity, always accurate.” It also
included a list of the top 10 Most Always-On IT Jobs.
Those surveyed represent 17 work roles in 18 industries.
“Always On” Continued on Page 3

Emerson Network Power, a global leader in physical
and software infrastructure, conducted a recent study
investigating what it’s like to work in IT.
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Converged Communication Systems to host:
Avaya IP Office 8.1 and Flare Interactive Demo

Stratosphere Named #1 IL Tech Company by hiredMYway.com

Every business grows and evolves. When investing in a new
communications solution, the most important question is not what will
it do today, but how will it meet a business’ needs tomorrow. A solution
such as Avaya IP Office is designed to keep businesses growing without
the need to add expensive hardware or services.
Converged Communication Systems, LLC, (CCS) will host a free Avaya
IP Office 8.1 and Flare Interactive Demo in downtown Chicago on
Thursday, Sept. 27, 2012 from 3 to 5:30 p.m. The event will have a short
presentation with several demonstration tables set up so attendees
can try out the products firsthand.
Previously for smaller markets, the Avaya IP Office 8.1 unified
communications solution can now expand to 500 or 1,000 users. It
also includes new mobility, management security features, as well
as custom-built services to help small and mid-sized enterprises
efficiently and securely take advantage of BYOD “Bring Your Own
Device” environments – for example, through the Avaya Flare for iPad.
“We encourage business professionals from all industries to attend
a session,” said Kevin Rubin, Director of Technology of CCS. “This will
provide professionals with some on hands experience with different

Avaya technologies catering both the small and mid-size markets.”
One of the largest Avaya channel partners in the Midwest, Converged
Communication Systems provides complete telecommunication
solutions to meet simple or complex business needs. CCS works closely
with Avaya and other technology innovators to provide the latest and
best-in-class solutions. Specializing in a full range of solutions including
traditional, IP, hybrid, and hosted telephone systems as well as UC, SIP,
unified messaging and fax solutions, their expertise also allows multilocation and remote/home workers to operate more effectively via VoIP
or SIP solutions.

tech companies. As the top company, Stratosphere Networks receives a

“As a predominately service-based company, our team of
IT experts is the key to our success. Due to their integral
role, we continue to make investments into the growth of
our team members and our overall corporate culture,” said

full company feature on hiredMYway.com, Crain’s Chicago Business Job

Steve Melchiorre and Kevin Rubin, Managing Partners at Stratosphere

Front, CBS Chicago Job Desk and a party hosted by hiredMYway.com.

Networks. “We are thrilled to be the #1 tech company to work for in all

Fifty companies, including Stratosphere Networks, were finalists for
the Tech Top 10. A community vote was held on hiredMYway.com’s
Facebook page to narrow the finalists down to the top 10 Illinois-based

of Illinois by HiredMyWay.com’s Tech Top 10.”
“It was exciting to see such an overwhelming response in Tech
Top 10’s first year. We received more than 1,660 votes between the
50 companies that made it to the finals,” said Matt Mosher, CEO of
hiredMYway.com. “On behalf of everyone at hiredMYway.com, I want

The free September 27 event will take place from 3 to 5:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Sept. 27, 2012 at the W Chicago City Center located on 172 W.
Adams, Chicago, IL 60603. Attendees will also have the chance to drink
and network after the presentation and demonstrations.
For more information, visit http://www.convergedsystems.com/avayaphone-invite.html. To register, email seminars@convergedsystems.
com with the name and contact information of those interested in
attending.

to congratulate Stratosphere Networks. Now that we are established in
Chicago, we look forward to following the successes of all the Tech Top
10 companies.”

Top 10 Most “Always-On” IT Jobs
Overall, Emerson found:

When & Where

 The top 10 Most Always-On IT Jobs score closely, averaging 71 on

Respondents in the survey ranked the top 10
“Most Always-On IT Jobs” as the following:
1. Executive Director/

a 0 to 100 point scale.
 On average, IT professionals are required to be available to work

119 hours in each 168-hour week.
 In general, the higher level the job, the more “always-on.”

Administrator

7. Engineering

2. IT Procurement

8. IT security

3. CIO

9. Applications/Software

4. IT Manager/Director

“I have to be on, the same way the system is required to run 24
hours every day,” said one of the Surveyed IT Professionals.

6. Data Center Manager

5. IT Operations

Development
10. Database Management

The list’s top slots belong to individuals with job titles like administrator,
“IT is a hugely demanding

leader, department head and director, the survey reported. 75 percent

profession,”

Blake

of respondents performing in high-level roles agreed or strongly agreed

Carlson, vice president of

that tangible success relies upon factors that are within their own

the IT Business Segment,

control- potential disasters are usually avoided simply by employing

Avocent

IT professionals who are experienced, proactive, and highly technical.

said

Products

&

Services, Emerson Network
Power. “They need to be

Even when a business’ doors close at 5 o’clock, IT staff continues to work

smart, flexible and quick

24/7/365 and experience a significantly higher workload due to remote

– a lot like the technology

and mobile technology use. Having a reliable group of experts

they work to support. IT

who can handle the complexity and “always-on” nature of IT
infrastructure can ensure a company’s security and industry
momentum.

professionals are a breed
apart.”
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Proven Experience: Electrical Contractor IT Support Case Study

IT Support Coverage Plan:
Comprehensive onsite and remote support with 24x7x365 proactive monitoring.

Company Background:
This company provides high-end electrical installations throughout the Midwest, specializing in the industry’s most demanding
projects-medical facilities, data centers and networks-while continuously expanding their reach. They are sought out by top
firms to work on state-of-the-art health care facilities around the Chicagoland area and the Midwest.

Business Challenge:
Clients rely on this company for their quick communication, advanced knowledge of the industry and efficient installation
process, which means an unreliable communication network can become a major hindrance to their day-to-day operations.
With no proactive monitoring in place, the company’s controller would be woken up several times a month in the middle of
the night to restart the servers.
This company was paying their previous managed service provider an unnecessarily high amount of money for unreliable
service. Additionally, they were using nearly a half dozen different IT providers. Some would take days depending on the
severity of the problem. Because of unresponsive service from each of these IT providers, they had to start using internal
resources for their IT maintenance. Issues such as printers jamming and applications running slow would take those employees
away from their own day-to-day responsibilities.

Stratosphere Networks Solution:
Stratosphere Networks was able to bundle the features of all the providers into one lump package. During the client’s
onboarding, our IT staff noticed that their corporate domain and servers structure wasn’t set up appropriately as well as
uncovered that backups haven’t been taking place. The Stratosphere team migrated servers, implemented a backup solution
and installed a new Avaya phone system as their previous one was old and maxed out. Stratosphere Networks was brought
on board to proactively monitor the company’s server and network 24/7/365, as well as provide system alerts and quick
maintenance.
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